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DM thermal relic density scenario (WIMP)

cannot stay for long in thermal equilibr. once

once                   : freeze out of DM particle number

       for electroweak couplings or 
 couplings of order unity:

!DM ! 26%

nEq.
DM ! e!mDM/T

T < mDM

!annih. < H

!DM ! 26%       requires

!DM ! 1/"!annih.v#

!!annih.v" # 10!26 cm3/sec
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If DM has been in thermal equilibrium with SM particles short after big bang
expected as soon as: - Universe thermal bath had a period with 

most straightforward way to explain 

- SM-DM coupling not tiny ! ! 10!7 for mDM ! TeV

T ! mDM

mDM ! TeV

       great perspectives of discovery 
(Xenon1T, LZ, CTA, colliders, ...)



Hidden sector DM alternative

      DM could be part of an all hidden sector

VISIBLE SECTOR HIDDEN SECTOR

connectorwith its own 
  gauge groups

 including DM stabi-
lization mechanism 

  and DM annihilationwith its own 
  gauge groups

“Secluded DM”    Pospelov, Ritz, Voloshin 07

.......

.......

     tests of DM as a particle if connector is feeble???

     impact of feeble connector???



Tests for small connector??

      if no connector at all??

                          only gravitational/cosmological probes remain:

                             - extra radiation constraint

Ackerman, Buckley, Carroll, Kamionkowski, 09
Feng, Tu, Yu 08 

Mc Dermott, Yu, Zurek 10

Feng, Kaplinghat, Tu, Yu 09 

Berezhiani, Comelli, Villante 01

Berezhiani, Lepidi 09
, .......

- DM self-interaction constraints 
                                                

    - BBN, ...

(halo formation, bullet cluster,...)

      if both sectors do couple, in a tiny way??                            e.g. expected for both sectors 
                to exist after inflation

                          there exist possibilities!

                             - light mediator for direct detection

                             - slow decay for colliders

                             - slow decay for indirect detection

                             - .......

                             - large impact on the relic density



Light mediator case: direct detection

      Simple example:

a DM fermion charged under an unbroken U(1)’ which kinetically mixes with the photon

huge enhancement
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      direct detection sensitive to 
     very small connector values
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A tiny mediator : large effect on relic density

a DM fermion charged under an unbroken U(1) which kinetically mixes with the photon
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connector interaction:
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hidden sector interaction:
!̄DM!DM ! "!"!

SM SM ! !̄DM !DM

Chu, T.H., Tytgat 11

         regimes with thermaliza-
            tion of HS with SM sector

              regimes without thermaliza-
            tion of HS with SM sector

for the situation with HS negligible at high temperature

if both sectors are feebly coupled, plausible that inflaton reheating occurs in one sector

YDM ! 0

!! ! 0 HS energy density

(DM doesn’t thermalize with anything)

(DM thermalizes within the HS)

Visible sector/Hidden sector/Connector structure:
                       4 basic ways to get the observed relic density



Tiny connector + tiny HS interaction      freeze-in

none of the interactions ever reach thermal equilibrium

only                                  process is relevant SM SM ! !̄DM !DM

slowly create DM pairs until T ! Max[mDM ,mSM ]

where process gets Boltzmann suppressed

 Mc Donald 02’
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Tiny connector + larger HS interaction      reannihilation

no HS-SM thermalization but internal HS thermalization:

Y Yeq(T
!)

T ! mDM :

!!!! ! DMDM

SMSM ! DMDM T ! mDM

T ! ! mDMdecouples already at                  )         reannihilation

SMSM ! DMDM

gets Boltzmann suppressed          freezes
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Both freeze-in and reannihilation regimes can be probed by Dir. Detect.
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Figure 12: Higgs portal phase diagrams for mDM = me, 0.1 GeV, 10 GeV, 1 TeV (same label
definitions than in Fig. 2, and the dashed blue line stands for the transition between III-A and
III-B, as explained in the text).

!Dconnect = nh
eq!h(T ) the decay reaction density of the Higgs boson to ""!, and

!i
h(T ) ! !(h " ""!)

K1(mh/T )

K2(mh/T )
.

The phase diagram, Fig. 12, turns out to have the same characteristic "Mesa" shape as for the kinetic
mixing portal, despite the fact that the mediator is massive. It also displays 4 phases: freeze-in,
reannihilation, freeze-out in the hidden sector and connector interaction freeze-out. Similarly, as
for the kinetic mixing case, one gets a truncated volcano shape in Fig. 13, where Y is displayed as
a function of #m for various values of $" and mDM . There are nevertheless important di!erences
one observes by looking closer at the way these diagrams are obtained.

27

mDM = me mDM = 0.1GeV

mDM = 10GeV mDM = 1TeV

same general structure despite of important differences: the mediator is massive

production through                  decay ifmh ! !!† mDM < mh/2

visible/hidden sector communication cut-off at T ! Max[mh,mDM ]

if the HS thermalizes but not the connector: both reannihilation and HS freeze-out possible

L !" !m""†HH† L ! LSM +D!
µ!

†D!µ!" µ2
!!!

† " "!(!!
†)2! ! !DM

Massive mediator : same basic picture

mh = 125GeV



New visible sector particle slowly decaying to HS DM: colliders

VISIBLE SECTOR HIDDEN SECTOR

connector

including DMincluding SM and
a new A particle

odd under a      parityZ2 odd under same      parityZ2

testable at colliders:  A produced in pairs at colliders

small connector leads to freeze-in and reannihilation

A ! DM +X

A ! DM +X

  Cheung, Elor, 
     Hall, Kumar ‘10

FI

Higgs Portal: HuHdX ! Bino Portal: B!X !
!
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Table 5: Summary of LOSP decay modes and rates for FI for interactions corresponding to the Higgs and
Bino Portals. Here gh̃q̃q " %q + vg22/mw̃ + vg1qg1h/mb̃ is the e!ective coupling between the higgsino h̃ and q̃q

and gh̃!̃! = vg22/mw̃ + vg1lg1h/mb̃ is the e!ective coupling between higgsino and !̃!. g"̃#̃! and gh̃#̃! are defined
similarly as g"̃#̃# and gh̃#̃# in the caption of Table 3. Also, y! and ỹ! denote hidden sector states. The dimensionless
branching ratio, k, is defined in Eq. 15

Higgs and vector bosons are only shown if two body modes are absent or are hard to measure.

Table 5 uses the same notation as in Tables 3 and 4, which is discussed in Section 4.3.

Some salient features of Table 5 are worth mentioning. First, it is striking that in both

the Higgs and Bino portal, the decay modes for all LOSP candidates are exactly the same,

albeit with di!erent branching ratios for the various modes in general. This is the case because

the basic e!ect of both the Higgs and Bino portal is to induce mass/kinetic mixings among the

neutralinos and x̃!. This will be important in distinguishing the models. Note that many channels

can proceed through both gauge couplings (g1, g2) and Yukawa couplings (!q,!l); hence many of

the branching ratios depend on both of them. The slepton LOSP has a two body leptonic mode,
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regimes through slow                        decay

followed by long lived                         decay
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Some salient features of Table 5 are worth mentioning. First, it is striking that in both

the Higgs and Bino portal, the decay modes for all LOSP candidates are exactly the same,

albeit with di!erent branching ratios for the various modes in general. This is the case because

the basic e!ect of both the Higgs and Bino portal is to induce mass/kinetic mixings among the

neutralinos and x̃!. This will be important in distinguishing the models. Note that many channels

can proceed through both gauge couplings (g1, g2) and Yukawa couplings (!q,!l); hence many of
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Very slow DM decay option

!DM > !Universe

!DM > 1026!29 sec

yet slower decay could be expected from e.g.

small connector

   if DM stability is accidental just 
as proton in Standard Model

and/or

 suppressed by powers of!DM
1

!UV

              (a GUT induced dim-6 operator 
     gives cosmic ray fluxes of 

           order experimental sensitivity) 

One perfectly possible scenario: radiative DM 2-body decays:   -lines!

DM smoking gun 

promising experiments: 

(no astrophysical background)

Fermi, HESS-2, CTA, ...



Systematic study of effective theory for   -line production from DM decay!

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

for a scalar DM candidate:

for a fermion DM candidate:

for a spin-1 DM candidate:
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2

a) F irst, obviously the operator must contain the D M field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the D M particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to C Rs.

A pplying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of D M particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the D M particle. B y ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector D M operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian D M field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. I V .

A s for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

B y DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the D M

vector field.2

A long the operator criteria defined above, note that one
must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

F irst, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) F irst, obviously the operator must contain the D M field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the D M particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to C Rs.

A pplying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of D M particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the D M particle. B y ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector D M operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian D M field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. I V .

A s for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

B y DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the D M

vector field.2

A long the operator criteria defined above, note that one
must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

F irst, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

2

a) First, obviously the operator must contain the DM field.

b) Secondly, in order for the operator to lead to a two-body
decay with a photon, it must not contain too many fields
(except eventually scalars that could be replaced by their
vacuum expectation values (vev)) and it must contain ei-
ther a hypercharge Fµ!

Y or a SU(2)L Fµ!
L field strength. If

the DM particle is neutral, as we will assume here, the
photon cannot come from a covariant derivative because
in the two body decays all fields are necessarily neutral.
One could eventually have a photon emitted from an op-
erator that contains a new U(1) gauge field that kinemati-
cally mix with the hypercharge gauge boson, L ! "Fµ!

Y F "
µ!

(rendering the various neutral particles to be effectively
milli-charged). We will not consider this possibility here.
It gives a range of bounds on the emission of #-ray lines
which is similar to the one obtained below (see Ref. [14]
for details).

c) Thirdly, some operators can be related to other ones
through various relations, equations of motions, shift of a
derivative or use of the fact that the commutator of two co-
variant derivatives Dµ, D! gives Fµ!. However one must be
careful in using these relations. The criteria we apply here
is that through these relations an operator can be dropped
from the list only if in this way there is a one-to-one corre-
spondence between this operator and another one already
in the list. Otherwise both operators must be kept because
in general they give different ratios of #-line to CRs.

Applying the criteria above there are only three possible
general dimension 5 structures, one for each of the three types
of DM particle we consider here, scalar, fermion or vector:
$DMFµ!Fµ!, %DM&µ!%Fµ!, FDM

µ! Fµ!$ respectively. Specify-
ing what is the Fµ! field strength one obtains only 9 possible
operators, 5 for a scalar candidate, and 2 for a fermion or vec-
tor candidate

O(5)YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (1,0) A (1)

O(5)Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $DM = (3,0) B (2)

O(5)LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $DM = (1/3/5,0) Dm (3)

O(5)YY "

$DM
# $DMFY µ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (1,0) Ax (4)

O(5)LY "

$DM
# $DMFLµ!Fµ!

Y " $DM = (3,0) Cx (5)

O(5)Y
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

Y %DM ·% = (1,0) Ax (6)

O(5)L
%DM # %̄&µ!%DMFµ!

L %DM ·% = (3,0) Cx,m (7)

O(5)Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $ $ = (1,0) Ax (8)

O(5)L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $ $ = (3,0) Ex (9)

where $DM/%DM denotes the multiplet whose neutral compo-
nent $0

DM/%0
DM is the DM particle. By ”(n,Y )” we specify

what must be the size n of the SU(2)L multiplets and their hy-
percharge Y . F "µ! stands for a new possible low energy gauge
field and the vector DM operator FDM

µ! stands for an abelian or

non-abelian DM field strength (in practice it will not be nec-
essary to make this distinction in the following). % and $ are
meant to be either SM fields when allowed by gauge invari-
ance or new low energy fields. The symbols A$Ex,m,v stand
for a classification of the operators’ possible astrophysical sig-
nals, and will be explained in Sec. IV.

As for the dimension 6 operators the number of possibilities
is also remarkably limited. Two general structures are singled
out for the scalar case and three for the fermion and vector
cases, leading to 7 scalar operators

O1YY
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) A (10)

O1Y L
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) B (11)

O1LL
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
L $ $DM ·$ = (1/3/5,0) Cx,m (12)

O1YY "
$DM

# $DMFY µ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax (13)

O1LY "
$DM

# $DMFLµ!Fµ!
Y " $ $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx (14)

O2Y
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
Y $DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m,v (15)

O2L
$DM

# Dµ$DMD!$Fµ!
L $DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m,v (16)

to 6 fermion operators

O1Y
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
Y $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (1,0) Ax,m (17)

O1L
%DM

# %̄&µ!%DMFµ!
L $ %̄ ·%DM ·$ = (3,0) Cx,m (18)

O2Y
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (19)

O2L
%DM

# Dµ%̄#!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (20)

O3Y
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
Y %̄ ·%DM = (1,0) Ax (21)

O3L
%DM

# %̄#µD!%DMFµ!
L %̄ ·%DM = (3,0) Cx,m (22)

and to 5 vector operators

O1
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ'

Y F!
Y "' Ax (23)

O2Y
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

Y $$" $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax (24)

O2L
VDM

# FDM
µ! Fµ!

L $$" $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m (25)

O3YY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
Y $ ·$" = (1,0) Ax,m (26)

O3LY "
VDM

# DDM
µ $DDM

! $"Fµ!
L $ ·$" = (3,0) Dx,m. (27)

By DDM
µ we mean a covariant derivative that contains the DM

vector field.2
Along the operator criteria defined above, note that one

must still add to the list three types of operators, whose struc-
tures are somehow more involved.

First, a few operators that contain two covariant derivatives
on a same field. There are two structures of this kind for

2 In Ref. [11] an explicit example can be found of an accidental symmetry
setup leading to the operators of Eqs. (24) and (26). Note also that in
Ref. [15] there are examples of heavy scalar and heavy vector setups whose
exchange induces dimension 6 four-fermion interactions that at one loop
induce a %DM % #! decay. The effective amplitude for this process is the
same as the ones that the dimension 5 operators of Eq. (6) or Eq. (7) give.
This exemplifies the fact, to keep in mind, that dimension 5 operators for a
decay can naturally have a “dimension 6 suppression” of the lifetime.

dim-5:

dim-6

!DMFµ!F
µ!! Dµ!DMD!!F

µ!

!̄"µ!!DMFµ!# Dµ!̄"!!DMFµ!#!̄"µD!!DMFµ!#

FDM
µ! Fµ"F !!

" FDM
µ! Fµ!!!! DDM

µ !DDM
! !!Fµ!

!DMFµ!F
µ!

!̄"µ!!DMFµ!

FDM
µ! Fµ!!

dim-5

dim-6:

operator general structures:



!

FY,Lµ!F
µ!
Y,L

energy of first peak fixes the energy of second peak!

intensity of peaks also predicted:

3

the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are

'%%/'%Z =
cos2 (W

2sin2 (W
F,

sin2 2(W

2cos2 2(W
F,

sin2 (W

2cos2 (W
F (28)

!, Z, Z !

"DM

!/Z

!

!DM

"/Z

!, Z, Z !,","!

VDM

!/Z

FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
non radiative decays.

for the operators including FY µ!Fµ!
Y ,FY µ!Fµ!

L and FLµ!Fµ!
L re-

spectively, with F =m6
DM/(m2

DM #m2
Z)

3 and (W the Weinberg
angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
mDM % mZ ; at mDM/2(1#m2

Z/m2
DM) & mDM/2 energy and

at mDM/2(1#m2
Z!,","!/m2

DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
both peaks provides further informations on the masses and
couplings involved in the effective operators. For Eqs. (15)
and (16) one has

'%Z/'%Z! =
g2T 2

3
cos2 (W g2

Y !Y !2

!
m2

DM #m2
Z

m2
DM #m2

Z!

"3

(29)

with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has

'%"/'%"! =
'"!(2

'"(2

!
m2

DM #m2
Z

m2
DM #m2

Z!

"3

(30)

with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.

FY µ!F
µ!
Y FY µ!F

µ!
LFLµ!F

µ!
L
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are

'%%/'%Z =
cos2 (W

2sin2 (W
F,

sin2 2(W

2cos2 2(W
F,

sin2 (W

2cos2 (W
F (28)
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FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
non radiative decays.

for the operators including FY µ!Fµ!
Y ,FY µ!Fµ!

L and FLµ!Fµ!
L re-

spectively, with F =m6
DM/(m2

DM #m2
Z)

3 and (W the Weinberg
angle. If mDM is above but not too far above the mZ scale,
these three types of operators could thus be distinguished
from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
rately resolved at energies equal to mDM/2 and mDM/2(1#
m2

Z/m2
DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
arate too close monochromatic lines.

On the other hand there exists also 6 operators with only
one SM field strength which could also give two %-lines: the
scalar DM ones in Eqs. (15)-(16) which allow a %Z and %Z!

decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
DM of Eqs. (24)-(25) and Eqs. (26)-(27) which if " $= "!
allow both a %" and a %"! channel. If the mass of the Z!,
" or "! differs sizably from mZ these operators would typ-
ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
pared to the operators with two SM field strengths. In par-
ticular for these operators, if these masses are not many times
smaller than mDM , and have sufficiently small decay widths,
one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
mDM % mZ ; at mDM/2(1#m2

Z/m2
DM) & mDM/2 energy and

at mDM/2(1#m2
Z!,","!/m2

DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
both peaks provides further informations on the masses and
couplings involved in the effective operators. For Eqs. (15)
and (16) one has

'%Z/'%Z! =
g2T 2

3
cos2 (W g2

Y !Y !2

!
m2

DM #m2
Z

m2
DM #m2

Z!

"3

(29)

with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has
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m2
DM #m2
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(30)

with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.
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the scalar case, DµD!"DM"Fµ!, "DMDµD!"Fµ! and one for
the vector case, DDM

µ DDM
! ""!Fµ! (with Fµ! the hypercharge

or SU(2)L field strength). These operators are reducible to a
combination of operators where the two covariant derivatives
are replaced by field strengths.

Secondly, there are four fermionic operators with a “/D”,
#̄DM$µ! /D#Fµ!

Y,L and #̄DM/
"#
D $µ!#Fµ!

Y,L. Through the equation
of motion of the spinors, these operators are reducible to the
same operator with /D replaced by a mass or a scalar field or a
combination of several of these operators.

Thirdly, there are also operators with dual fields. The full
list of operators with dual fields can be obtained by replacing
one field strength in the operators of the list above by its dual
one. Note nevertheless in this case that Eqs. (6)-(7) and (17)-
(18) do not lead to any new operator (since they give back the
same operator with the non-dual field) and Eqs. (15)-(16) do
not give any %-line. Also Eqs. (19)-(22) give operators that are
reducible to a combination of the same operator without dual
and of the operator of Eq. (6) or (7).

In the following we will consider the phenomenology of in-
dividual operators, as usually done in effective theories. Few
comments on the possible effects of considering linear com-
bination of several operators can be found in Sec. VII. To
discriminate operators, or sets of operators, it is not sufficient
to observe a %-line at a given energy and with a given intensity,
because these observables can be accounted for by any opera-
tor, by adjusting the DM mass and the 1/& or 1/&2 coefficient
in front of the dimension 5 or 6 operators. Additional informa-
tion is needed, either on the %-line spectra they give (Sec.III),
or on the associated continuum spectrum of CRs (Sec. IV-VI).

Note that in the following we will not consider explicitly the
phenomenology of operators above that are combinations of
the operators of Eqs. (1-27), i.e. of operators with 2 covariant
derivatives on the same field, of operators with a /D and of the
operators of Eqs. (19)-(22) with dual fields. As for all other
dual field operators, they give the same phenomenology than
their non-dual partner.

III. SINGLE OR MULTIPLE %-LINES?

Let us start by discussing a simple way to, in principle,
distinguish between some operators in the above list: from
the different number of %-lines they can give and the relative
strength and energy of these %-lines. Fig. 1 shows all types of
two-body final states including %-lines that Eqs. (1)-(27) give.
The operators giving more than one %-line can be separated
into two categories, depending on if they include one or two
SM field strengths.

On the one hand all the operators with two SM field
strengths in the operator give peaks associated to the %%
and %Z channels. This could be the case for six operators,
Eqs. (1-3, 10-12). The relative strength of the two %-lines are
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FIG. 1. The %-line decays the operators can give and their associated
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from each other because both peak strengths could be sepa-
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DM)). In practice only one %-line will appear when the

detector resolution and sensitivity are not good enough to sep-
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decay (with a Z! from the covariant derivatives), the vector
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ically give different energy gaps between the %-lines com-
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one could have an observable multiple peak structure also for
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DM) energies. That would single out
these 6 operators. Information on the height and energy of
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with g the SU(2)L coupling and gY ! ,Y ! are the extra gauge
group coupling and charge of the scalar field under this gauge
group. For Eqs. (24)-(27) one has
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with '"( and '"!( the ","! vevs. None of these 6 operators give
any %% final state.
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The remaining 15 operators, i.e. all the fermion DM par-
ticles’ operators Eqs. (6–9,17–22), and the scalar and vector
DM particles’ operators in (4–5,13–14, 23), give only a single
!-ray line, and would thus be excluded as an explanation to the
observation of multiple monochromatic !-lines. Of course, a
DM particle can always give multiple lines by appearing in
several operators involving fields with different masses.

IV. CONTINUUM RAYS ASSOCIATED TO A ! LINE

In the previous section we have seen how multiple ! lines
might allow to single out some operators. We will now fo-
cus on a feature shared by all operators in our list, which will
allow us to characterize them further: all allowed operators
that give a decay into a !-ray line will unavoidably also pro-
duce, with different amounts, decays into particles producing
CRs. This is a consequence of the fact that gauge symmetries
dictate the possible effective operator structures. It is particu-
larly clear that, if kinematically allowed, a Z boson is always
among the final states since the hypercharge and SU(2)L neu-
tral gauge eigenstates are made of a mixture of a photon and
a Z boson.3

This multiple final state property is the crucial one why, by
merely studying the corresponding continuum of CRs at lower
energies, we can put upper bounds on the possible strength of
the !-line signal for any given operator. In the following we
will focus our analysis on the large mDM ! 200 GeV mass
region, where the production of CR from a given operator is
unavoidable, i.e. mDM is sufficiently large so that channels
with up to two SM gauge bosons are kinematically fully open.
We will also make the assumption that the mass of any new
beyond SM final state particle is negligible with respect to the
DM particle, so that if the operator leads to several peaks, they
all show up at the same E! " mDM/2 and their contributions
are summed.4

Inspection of the full list of operators shows that there is
no single operator which can give a ratio of monochromatic
photons to Z production larger than (what we call prediction
A)

A :
n!
nZ

=
cos2 "W

sin2 "W
or R!/CR #

n!
nCR

=
cos2 "W

sin2 "W nCR/Z
, (31)

where CR = p̄,!c,e+, ... stands for any CR which could be
produced out of the Z, with nCR/Z the number of CRs pro-
duced per Z boson at a given energy. In contrast to the

3 This also holds for a DM annihilation scenario when the !-line(s) is induced
by effective operators [16–18] or induced at one loop in explicit models
[19–21]. This property is also characteristic of specific gravitino decay
scenarios [22].

4 If on the contrary the mass of this new state is close to mDM , some chan-
nels could be more phase space suppressed than others, modifying the con-
straints. Note also that, if one decreases mDM towards the mZ threshold,
the R!/CR ratio could go to zero or to infinity, depending on whether the
operator induces a decay to !!.

monochromatic !-line, the !c stands for the continuum of
lower energy photons produced by hadronization and elec-
troweak correction [23] connected to the production of Z
bosons.5 Given the fact that CR fluxes are observationally
bounded from above, this ratio sets the absolute upper bound
on the intensity of !-ray lines that a single operator can give,
to be determined below.

It is out of the scope of this work to list all the exact predic-
tions the various operators give for the monochromatic pho-
tons to CR emission (and the corresponding upper bound they
give, see Ref. [14]) because a single operator may give differ-
ent ratios depending on the quantum numbers of the particles
it contains, and the nature of the # or $ particles they might in-
volve. However the A$Ex,m,v labels we have put beside each
operator in Eqs. (1)-(27) allow already to see rather well what
is going on for each of them. Varying between all possible
multiplets in the operators, each operator turns out to give a
maximum ratio which is given either by A above or by one of
the four following relations

B : R!/CR =
1

nCR/Z
(32)

C : R!/CR =
sin2 "W

cos2 "W nCR/Z
(33)

D,E : R!/CR =
sin2 "W

cos2 "W nCR/Z + cW (nCR/W+ +nCR/W$)
(34)

with cW = 1/4,1 for D and E, respectively. Signal ratio A is
characteristic of operators containing only Fµ%

Y , B is typical
of those containing both Fµ%

Y and Fµ%
L , and signal ratios C to

E correspond to operators including only Fµ%
L . These bounds

are obtained assuming that the # and $ particles which may
show up in the two-body final state do not produce any CRs
(as could be the case for a beyond SM particle).

From these maximal ratios, each operator may give a R!/CR
ratio that can be smaller in three possible ways, if the extra
# or $ particle does decay to CRs (in these cases we put a
“x” index label), if the operator gives different ratios for dif-
ferent multiplets (“m” label), or if the R!/CR depends on the
(unknown) vev of a scalar field (“v” label). There are also
operators which give a totally fixed ratio. In these cases we
do not attach any index label. This is the case for two A type
operators and for all B cases.

The “x” and “m” variations of R!/CR that can arise for an
operator are relatively limited. Given the fact that in each case
there is already production of CRs from the Z (and sometimes
W ) boson, if we assume the extra particles “x” give an amount
of CR similar to what a Z or a W boson produces, these par-
ticles cannot modify largely the ratio. Typically, the change
is not more than a factor of a few or at most, in rare cases of
type A predictions, around one order of magnitude. Similarly,
among the different multiplet configurations that do lead to a

5 Final state radiation and internal Bremsstrahlung processes could mimic a
line-like signal. We do not account for these processes in the numerator of
the R!/CR ratio.
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!-line, a given operator can have the R!/CR ratio varying by a
factor of a few up to at most a factor 5!6 (except for Eq. (18)
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Z
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",
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"/m2
Z
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V. GENERAL RESULTS
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i = 9. Here “modeli” refers to the sum of the DM

6 Note that for Eqs. (24)-(27) there is also a vev dependence but it is much
milder.
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FIG. 2. Upper bounds on the decay rate into monochromatic pho-
tons for the predicted ratios A-F. Dashed curves represent the indi-
rect constraints imposed by antiproton data from PAMELA, whereas
solid curves are derived from the isotropic diffuse !-ray measurement
by the Fermi-LAT. The grey shaded area represents the direct obser-
vational exclusion region from Fermi and HESS data.

signal and our background flux model, and the standard devia-
tions 'i are taken directly from [24] and [26]. The anti-proton
flux can be well described by conventional astrophysics, and
above 10 GeV (where solar modulation has a small effect) the
canonical setup has relatively small uncertainties in its pre-
diction. We therefore use only data above 10 GeV, and take
our anti-proton background-flux model to exactly match the
observation in each energy bin (%2 = 0 by construction). The
origin of the isotropic diffuse !-ray background is still quite
uncertain and we thus take that background flux to be a com-
pletely free (positive definite) function of the !-ray energy.7
For the DM signal we take a NFW DM distribution (as in
[23]) and include the extra Galactic contribution using the op-
tical depth from Ref. [27]. The Galactic signal is not fully
isotropic, and we make the reasonable choice to consider the
DM signal from the Galactic poles (|b| " 90#). For the anti-
proton flux we choose the MIN propagation model (defined
in [23, 28]) to always stay as conservative as possible in our
below statements. For the MED and MAX propagation mod-
els (defined in [23, 28]) the various A-F curves in this figure
would be approximately suppressed by a factor of 4 and 10,
respectively. As Fig. 2 shows, between the A and E cases the
!-line constraint varies by as much as a factor " 50.

In Fig. 2 these indirect upper bounds on #! can be com-

7 In practice, this means we only consider the ! flux from DM in bins where
it overshoots the observed flux when calculating $%2 (as %2 = 0 by con-
struction in the remaining bins).
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in this sense points towards a rather precise kind of scenario.
For the fermion DM case, there is only one decay possibil-
ity, !DM ! !" with !DM and ! necessarily carrying the same
millicharge. In the following, when establishing the list of
operators that could lead to a sizable monochromatic photon
signal, we will not specify the exact nature of the fermionic
partner of the DM in these operators. It could be either a
Dirac or a Majorana fermion, and it could be either a parti-
cle beyond the SM or a neutrino. The former option points
towards a multi-component fermion DM scenario. Note that
the results obtained below, in particular those of Fig. 1, do not
depend on how the abundancies of these components pile up
to saturate the observed value of #DMh2 = 0.12, except those
depending on the direct detection constraints on a millicharge.

Up to dimension six, there is only a very limited number
of operators that can induce a !DM ! !" decay from the mil-
licharge of !DM and !. First of all, we only find a single
dimension-five operator

DµD$!̄%µ$!DM . (4)

For this operator and all operators below, the addition of its
hermitian conjugate is implicit.1 The presence of the %µ$ im-
plies that this operator can be rewritten as a sum of opera-
tors where both covariant derivatives have been replaced by a
sum of field strengths of the gauge boson to which the parti-
cle couples (each one multiplied by the corresponding gauge
coupling).2

As for the dimension-six operators we find only three pos-
sibilities,

DµD$!̄%µ$!DM& , (5)
!̄%µ$DµD$!DM& , (6)
Dµ!̄%µ$D$!DM& . (7)

Their structure are equivalent up to one operator that does
not produce monochromatic photons but can give other de-
cays (including two-body decays), hence different amounts
of cosmic rays. As for the operator of Eq. (4), the covari-
ant derivative of the operators of Eqs. (5, 6) can be traded for
a sum of field strengths. In summary, up to dimension six, we
are left with four operator structures only, as given in Eq. (4)
and Eqs. (5)-(7). At the two-body decay level, the scalar field
in the last three operators can intervene only through its vev.

1 Operators with covariant derivative(s) on the scalar field as !̄"µ!DMDµ&
do not give any radiative two-body decays because this would require that
the scalar field has both a vev and a millicharge, which would give a mass
to the photon. Similarly, operators with a /D! or D2& do not give any
radiative decays as can be seen from the use of the equations of motion.
Note also that operators with an additional "5 are redundant since both
fermions in the operator are different fields (i.e. it can always be reabsorbed
in the definition of one of the fermion field).

2 This basically means that such operator could be easily produced from one
loop diagrams involving UV particles, in a way similar to the ones generat-
ing the usual Fµ$!̄%µ$!" dipole operators (as relevant for example for the
µ ! e" decay), with the difference that the photon would here be radiated
by a millicharged particle instead of a charged lepton or charged gauge
boson.

For the quantum numbers of these fields there is in principle
an infinity of possibilities and we will see how, when consid-
ering the constraints on the various operators, a simple global
picture can emerge despite of this fact.

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON THE VARIOUS OPERATORS

As for the non-millicharged operators in Ref. [6], there are
a priori essentially two main ways to constraint the operators
and thus to possibly discriminate between them, from "-ray
line spectral features and from the associated continuum of
cosmic rays produced. The fact that the lifetime of the DM
particle must be longer than the age of the Universe provides
an additional constraint which is relevant in special cases.

By spectral features we mean the number of "-ray lines pro-
duced, their relative energies and relative intensities. How-
ever, for the millicharged operators there is no way to get more
than one "-ray line from a unique given operator since in the
final state, on top of the photon, one can only find the ! parti-
cle.

To determine what are the possibilities to distinguish
among the various operators from a cosmic ray multi-channel
analysis, we will proceed as for the case of non-millicharged
operators in Ref. [6]. The whole issue is that for a given op-
erator, due to gauge invariance, there always is a continuum
flux of cosmic rays associated to the production of a "-ray line,
especially if its energy is larger than the Z boson mass.

The decay rate of the DM particle into photons is propor-
tional to its millicharge squared. Therefore, to determine the
upper bounds existing on the photon over cosmic rays ratios,
we will need to know (in some cases) what are the bounds
which hold on the millicharge of a metastable particle within
the mass range we consider, mDM =O(100#few 104) GeV. In
this mass range, there are no relevant accelerator constraints
[12–15]. There are nevertheless stringent constraints from
cosmology as well as from direct detection data. As well-
known, in the usual 'CDM model, which fits well both the
CMB anisotropy and large scale structure data, it is assumed
that there is no DM-baryon interaction other than gravita-
tional. An additional DM-baryon interaction such as the one
provided by a millicharge modifies this picture by rendering
DM effectively “baryonic”. This affects the CMB power spec-
trum as well as the baryon acoustic oscillations, leading to the
upper bound [16–19]

%0

MDM
$ 1.8%10#17cm2/g , (8)

where %̄ = %0vn is the DM-baryon momentum-transfer cross-
section and v is the DM-baryon relative velocity. In our case,
the relevant cross-section is the Rutherford one and n = #4.
Eq. (8) translates into the following bound on the DM mil-
licharge

Q2
DM $ 3.24%10#12((

MDM

GeV
) , (9)

where ( is the electromagnetic fine structure constant.
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VI. SCALAR DM AND VECTOR DM

After studying the possibility for a millicharged DM of the
fermionic type to emit an observable !-ray line through its de-
cay, we now turn to the scalar and vector DM cases. If the
DM particle is of the scalar or vector type, there also exist
operators that could a priori lead to such a line. For what
concerns the emission of cosmic rays, the phenomenology of
these operators turns out to be similar to the fermion case.
Therefore, in the following, we will limit ourselves to the de-
termination of the operators and to a few additional general
comments which slightly distinguish these scenarios from the
fermion case.

Due to angular momentum conservation considerations, a
scalar DM particle cannot decay to a scalar and a massless
gauge boson. Therefore, it can only decay to a photon and
another massive spin-one particle, which necessarily carries
the same millicharge. As a result, the scalar case is similar
to the vector case. The operators that can allow a decay of a
scalar DM particle into a vector particle and a photon, could
also hold for a vector DM particle decaying into a scalar and a
photon. In principle, a vector DM particle could nevertheless
also decay in a different way, into a photon and another vector
particle. Note that a necessary condition for the vector DM
to acquire a millicharge is to be a complex field, therefore
associated to a non-abelian gauge group.

For the scalar-vector-photon case we found only one
dimension-five operator

FA
µ"FAµ"# , (25)

and two dimension-six operators

FA
µ"FAµ"##! , (26)

FA
µ"Dµ#D"#! . (27)

As said above, in these operators the DM particle can be ei-
ther one of the scalar particle or a vector particle, the latter
in one of the covariant derivative of Eq. (27) or in one of the
non-abelian hidden sector FA

µ" field strengths of Eqs (25)-(26).
The photon can show up from one of the FA

µ" field strengths,
through gauge boson mixing. This occurs for instance if, on
top of a kinetic mixing between the hypercharge gauge boson
and a U(1)! gauge boson, there is, through symmetry break-
ing, a mixing between this U(1)! gauge boson and gauge bo-
son(s) of the new non-abelian symmetry (whose field strength
is FA

µ"). In this way the FA
µ" field strength provides a photon

field proportionally to the millicharge of the complex gauge
boson in this field strength.6 Note that no operator containing
only covariant derivatives remains. This can be shown using
equations of motion and rotating away non-canonical kinetic
terms. Operator (27) is equivalent to Op. (26) up to operators
that do not produce monochromatic photons.

6 Note that explicit realizations of such a possibility are nevertheless rather
involved. For instance for the dimension-five operator of Eq. (25) and a
SU(2) FA

µ" field strengths, both field strengths must be taken in their quin-
tuplet combination, which means that the scalar field is a quintuplet.

For the two operators of Eqs. (25)-(26), the emission of a
Z is always suppressed by the millicharge squared, even if the
scalars are non-SM singlet. This stems from the fact that the
Z as the ! can come only from the field strength in these op-
erators, not from a covariant derivative as for the fermion op-
erators. This means that one gets the Eq. (14) prediction even
if the scalars are not SM singlets (up to corrections in m2

Z/m2
Z!

for m2
Z! > m2

Z). Of course, as for the fermion case, one can
saturate the ratio of Eq. (14) only if there is no cosmic ray
production from Z! decay (in the Stueckelberg case). The lat-
ter could arise from the decay where the photon is replaced
by a Z! if this decay (which is not suppressed by the value of
the millicharge squared) is not kinematically forbidden and if
the Z! subsequently decays into SM particles. As for the op-
erator of Eq. (27), it can lead to a non-millicharge suppressed
production of Z and W from the covariant derivatives, if the
scalars are non-SM singlets. Its phenomenology is therefore
very similar to the one of the fermion operators.

Finally, about the possibility that a vector DM particle
could decay into a photon and another vector particle, one
could think about operators with only FA

µ" field strengths, for
instance FA

µ"FAµ$FA"
$ , through a similar mechanism where a

FA
µ" could give a photon through gauge boson mixing. We did

not find any simple realization of such a possibility.

VII. SUMMARY

In summary, there are very few ways of probing the DM
hypothesis that can really be considered in a systematic and
model-independent way. However, for the decay of an abso-
lutely neutral DM particle into a !-ray line, this turns out to be
feasible [6]. This stems from the facts that, on the one hand,
the use of an effective theory is fully justified, slow enough
decay can naturally be explained from a much higher scale
physics, and, on the other hand, it turns out that there are very
few operator structures of this kind. Ref. [6] considered the
usual scenario where the DM particle is absolutely neutral so
that the photon appears in the operator through a field strength
(i.e. typically from a charged particle in a loop). Here we
show that, for the same reasons, such a study can also be sys-
tematically carried out in the less considered scenario where
the DM is millicharged, having therefore a tree-level coupling
to the photon through a covariant derivative, either from an ad-
hoc millicharge, or through mixing of the U(1)Y gauge boson
with another U(1)! gauge boson.

To the emission of a !-ray line from such operators is as-
sociated the emission of a continuum of cosmic rays. The
monochromatic photon to cosmic ray flux ratio is determined
by the SM quantum numbers of the field on which the covari-
ant derivative applies (and in one case also crucially on the
DM mass), and if this particle is not a SM singlet on the value
of its millicharge. This leads to upper bounds on the inten-
sity of the !-ray line produced, given in Fig. 1. This figure
shows that if the DM is only charged under the dark sector, it
can lead to a line matching the present experimental sensitivi-
ties without overshooting the bound on the flux of antiprotons
and diffuse photons. On the contrary, when the particle emit-
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ant derivative applies (and in one case also crucially on the
DM mass), and if this particle is not a SM singlet on the value
of its millicharge. This leads to upper bounds on the inten-
sity of the !-ray line produced, given in Fig. 1. This figure
shows that if the DM is only charged under the dark sector, it
can lead to a line matching the present experimental sensitivi-
ties without overshooting the bound on the flux of antiprotons
and diffuse photons. On the contrary, when the particle emit-

dim-5

dim-6

fermion DM scalar or vector DM
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Can a millicharged DM particle emit an observable  -line?!

an observed   -line could be due to a millicharge rather than e.g. an usual charged particle loop!

Recent 3.5 KeV X-ray line: - the operator lists above are the relevant ones for such possibility

 - could be due to DM/neutrino millicharge:

!DM ! " + #

Q! < 10!14 large enough

6

The methodology used to obtain these constraints is the same
as in Ref. [6]. By comparing the constraints from cosmic rays
on n!/nCR and the limits from direct searches for photon line
spectral features, this plot shows which operator are compati-
ble with a possible near future observation of a !-ray line.

A clear pattern emerges from these results. Except for the
case in which the DM is a singlet of the SM gauge groups,
none of the effective operators associated to a millicharged
DM taken individually would be able to produce a !-ray line
strong enough to meet the current experimental sensitivity
without overproducing antiprotons and diffuse photons. Actu-
ally, in all the cases in which the DM is not a SM singlet, the
observation of a spectral photon line would be associated to
an excess of cosmic rays from five to ten orders of magnitude
higher than the present experimental bounds from PAMELA
or Fermi-LAT and HESS. This result is interesting because it
singles out a unique possibility for the SM quantum numbers
of the DM: a SM singlet. Unfortunately, it does not allow to
discriminate, neither among the mechanisms responsible for
the millicharge of the DM, nor among the various operators.
When the DM is a singlet, all operators lead to the prediction
of Eq. (14), n!/CR ! 1/(tan2 "W nCR/Z), except Op.(19) which
differs at DM masses close to MZ , but only very slightly. As
Fig. 1 shows, this prediction gives the maximum !-ray line
intensity allowed by cosmic rays constraints. This absolute
bound turns out to be the same as in Ref. [6] for the neutral
DM scenarios.

As for a non-SM-singlet DM, in Fig. 1 we have only
considered the quantum numbers that maximize n!/nCR.
The maximum ratios turn out to be identical for operators
DµD#$̄%µ#$DM and DµD#$̄%µ#$DM&. They differ by less
than one order of magnitude for $̄%µ#DµD#$DM&, which is
within the uncertainty coming from the propagation models.
The only operator providing very different bounds for non-
singlet DM is the operator Dµ$̄%µ#D#$DM&, due to the de-
pendence of the n!/nCR ratios on the DM mass. Not only are
these bounds exhibiting a different behaviour for increasing
mDM , but they also differ by more than two orders of magni-
tude from all the previous bounds for mDM ! 2 TeV. There-
fore, if a line were to be detected with a sensitivity of direct
searches for monochromatic photons improved by several or-
ders of magnitude, it would in principle be possible to dis-
criminate this particular operator from the other ones where
the DM is not a SM singlet. But, in practice, this does not ap-
pear at all to be a realistic option because this basically means
a !-ray line with intensity smaller than the intensity of the pho-
ton continuum observed. Putting together the results obtained
for a millicharged DM and those derived for a neutral DM [6],
we find that if a line were detected at the current experimental
sensitivity without any excess of cosmic rays, it would not be
possible to discriminate the millicharged SM-singlet scenario
from the neutral DM case giving the same Eq. 14 ratio (pre-
diction “A” in [6]). However, if on the contrary a strong line
were to be detected with a sizeable associated cosmic rays ex-
cess, only the more suppressed !-ray predictions “B”-“E” in
Ref. [6] for neutral DM could explain it.

As said above, all the bounds obtained have been computed
under the hypothesis that the Stueckelberg Z" that could be
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FIG. 1. Upper bounds on the decay rate into monochromatic photons from
the predicted n!/CR. Dashed curves represent limits from PAMELA mea-
surements on the p̄ flux, and continuous curves are constraints derived from
measurements of diffuse photon background of Fermi-LAT. Grey areas are
excluded by direct searches from Fermi-LAT and HESS experiments. We
considered a NFW profile [25] for the DM density and used the MIN prop-
agation model to compute conservative p̄ constraints [25]. Using instead the
MAX profile, the bounds for the p̄ would go down by approximately one or-
der of magnitude. The T3 =Y = 0 labelled curve is the upper bound for almost
all operators when the DM is a SM singlet, Eq. (14). The only exception is the
Dµ$̄%µ#D#$DM& operator with a singlet DM, whose bound is almost identi-
cal except at DM masses around 200 GeV, where it is given by the red curve.
T $

3 labelled curves are limits on the DµD#$̄%µ#$DM& and DµD#$̄%µ#$DM

operators, whereas T $DM
3 labelled curves are limits on the $̄%µ#DµD#$DM&

operator. The two remaining curves, labelled T $DM
3 = T $DM

3 , correspond to
the operator Dµ$̄%µ#D#$DM&. These constraints hold for the kinetic mixing
as well as for the Stueckelberg frameworks at first order in ' and &. They also
apply in the “just-so” millicharge scenario.

present in two-body decay final states (if kinematically al-
lowed) does not produce any cosmic rays by decaying sub-
sequently. If this does not hold, the operators will give rise to
more suppressed bounds. To estimate how important this con-
tribution could be, we consider as an example, with g"Q" = 1,
a Z" boson which decays mainly to bb̄, a channel which is
known to produce many cosmic rays. When the DM is not
a singlet, we find bounds that are stronger by approximately
two orders of magnitude. This stems from the fact that, in this
case, a single Z" produces a comparable amount of cosmic
rays with respect to the SM gauge bosons, but, with g"Q" = 1,
its coupling to the DM particle is stronger than those of the Z
or W bosons. If, instead, the DM particle is a SM singlet, the
n!/nCR ratio does not depend anymore on the value of g"Q",
but the coupling to the photon is suppressed by sin&. Instead
of having a fixed bound on the ratio as given by Eq. (14), the

3

in this sense points towards a rather precise kind of scenario.
For the fermion DM case, there is only one decay possibil-
ity, !DM ! !" with !DM and ! necessarily carrying the same
millicharge. In the following, when establishing the list of
operators that could lead to a sizable monochromatic photon
signal, we will not specify the exact nature of the fermionic
partner of the DM in these operators. It could be either a
Dirac or a Majorana fermion, and it could be either a parti-
cle beyond the SM or a neutrino. The former option points
towards a multi-component fermion DM scenario. Note that
the results obtained below, in particular those of Fig. 1, do not
depend on how the abundancies of these components pile up
to saturate the observed value of #DMh2 = 0.12, except those
depending on the direct detection constraints on a millicharge.

Up to dimension six, there is only a very limited number
of operators that can induce a !DM ! !" decay from the mil-
licharge of !DM and !. First of all, we only find a single
dimension-five operator

DµD$!̄%µ$!DM . (4)

For this operator and all operators below, the addition of its
hermitian conjugate is implicit.1 The presence of the %µ$ im-
plies that this operator can be rewritten as a sum of opera-
tors where both covariant derivatives have been replaced by a
sum of field strengths of the gauge boson to which the parti-
cle couples (each one multiplied by the corresponding gauge
coupling).2

As for the dimension-six operators we find only three pos-
sibilities,

DµD$!̄%µ$!DM& , (5)
!̄%µ$DµD$!DM& , (6)
Dµ!̄%µ$D$!DM& . (7)

Their structure are equivalent up to one operator that does
not produce monochromatic photons but can give other de-
cays (including two-body decays), hence different amounts
of cosmic rays. As for the operator of Eq. (4), the covari-
ant derivative of the operators of Eqs. (5, 6) can be traded for
a sum of field strengths. In summary, up to dimension six, we
are left with four operator structures only, as given in Eq. (4)
and Eqs. (5)-(7). At the two-body decay level, the scalar field
in the last three operators can intervene only through its vev.

1 Operators with covariant derivative(s) on the scalar field as !̄"µ!DMDµ&
do not give any radiative two-body decays because this would require that
the scalar field has both a vev and a millicharge, which would give a mass
to the photon. Similarly, operators with a /D! or D2& do not give any
radiative decays as can be seen from the use of the equations of motion.
Note also that operators with an additional "5 are redundant since both
fermions in the operator are different fields (i.e. it can always be reabsorbed
in the definition of one of the fermion field).

2 This basically means that such operator could be easily produced from one
loop diagrams involving UV particles, in a way similar to the ones generat-
ing the usual Fµ$!̄%µ$!" dipole operators (as relevant for example for the
µ ! e" decay), with the difference that the photon would here be radiated
by a millicharged particle instead of a charged lepton or charged gauge
boson.

For the quantum numbers of these fields there is in principle
an infinity of possibilities and we will see how, when consid-
ering the constraints on the various operators, a simple global
picture can emerge despite of this fact.

IV. CONSTRAINTS ON THE VARIOUS OPERATORS

As for the non-millicharged operators in Ref. [6], there are
a priori essentially two main ways to constraint the operators
and thus to possibly discriminate between them, from "-ray
line spectral features and from the associated continuum of
cosmic rays produced. The fact that the lifetime of the DM
particle must be longer than the age of the Universe provides
an additional constraint which is relevant in special cases.

By spectral features we mean the number of "-ray lines pro-
duced, their relative energies and relative intensities. How-
ever, for the millicharged operators there is no way to get more
than one "-ray line from a unique given operator since in the
final state, on top of the photon, one can only find the ! parti-
cle.

To determine what are the possibilities to distinguish
among the various operators from a cosmic ray multi-channel
analysis, we will proceed as for the case of non-millicharged
operators in Ref. [6]. The whole issue is that for a given op-
erator, due to gauge invariance, there always is a continuum
flux of cosmic rays associated to the production of a "-ray line,
especially if its energy is larger than the Z boson mass.

The decay rate of the DM particle into photons is propor-
tional to its millicharge squared. Therefore, to determine the
upper bounds existing on the photon over cosmic rays ratios,
we will need to know (in some cases) what are the bounds
which hold on the millicharge of a metastable particle within
the mass range we consider, mDM =O(100#few 104) GeV. In
this mass range, there are no relevant accelerator constraints
[12–15]. There are nevertheless stringent constraints from
cosmology as well as from direct detection data. As well-
known, in the usual 'CDM model, which fits well both the
CMB anisotropy and large scale structure data, it is assumed
that there is no DM-baryon interaction other than gravita-
tional. An additional DM-baryon interaction such as the one
provided by a millicharge modifies this picture by rendering
DM effectively “baryonic”. This affects the CMB power spec-
trum as well as the baryon acoustic oscillations, leading to the
upper bound [16–19]

%0

MDM
$ 1.8%10#17cm2/g , (8)

where %̄ = %0vn is the DM-baryon momentum-transfer cross-
section and v is the DM-baryon relative velocity. In our case,
the relevant cross-section is the Rutherford one and n = #4.
Eq. (8) translates into the following bound on the DM mil-
licharge

Q2
DM $ 3.24%10#12((

MDM

GeV
) , (9)

where ( is the electromagnetic fine structure constant.

possible only if particle emitting the photon is SM singlet

         millicharged particle emitting the 
  photon is SM gauge singlet

         millicharged particle emitting the 
        photon is not SM gauge singlet
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 See also talks of M. Rummel, F. Day,
N. Bomark, L. Heurtier



DM-EW scale coincidence

thermal candidates: 

T.H., Tytgat 07

T.H., Strumia 13

Khoze 13
                            Lindner, Schmidt, Watanabe 13

          Salvio, Strumia 14
                  Khoze, Mc Cabe, Ro 14,
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mDM ! few tens of TeV     could easily play an important role for
  EWSB even through small couplings

Inert doublet DM: 

can largely modify the SM scalar doublet effective potential

or even drives it completely (for               ) µ2
1,2 ! 0

requires large quartic couplings Landau poles far 
   below Planck scale

Hidden vector DM:

VISIBLE SECTOR HIDDEN SECTOR

connector:

V = µ2
1|H1|2 + µ2

2|H2|2 + !1|H1|4 + !2|H2|4

+!3|H1|2|H2|2 + !4|H†
1H2|2 +

!5

2

!
(H†

1H2)2 + h.c.
"

!!HS H†H "†"

a value                               gives a contribution to        of order            for !HS ! 10!3

DM TeV scale could have large impact on EWSB or even drives it for                

vEW ! mDM
1

g

!
!HS

2!H

!!" # mDM # TeV mh mexp
h

µ2
H ! 0



SummaryVery short conclusion

                                                              Even if DM sector is feebly coupled to SM visible sector, there exist quite various

                                                                DM decay, in particular to   -lines

                                                                large effects of a small connector on relic density

  direct detection probe for light mediator

                                                                collider probe for long lived particle decay to DM

cases which allow to probe the particle DM nature:

!

                                                                electroweak symmetry breaking

                                                                ............








